How e-learning creates new opportunities in hospital setting? Innovations in a low resource setting

**Background:** E-learning and telemedicine have become common methods in changing and developing medical education and clinical processes. The purpose of this study was to describe the innovations of blending e-learning into the educational and medical processes of hospital services.

**Methods:** The process of action research included plan, act, observation and reflection was followed. Implementation, which took 18 months, included purchasing and installing the required software and administration of new educational and medical processes. The result reflected in regional and national innovation councils among universities of medical sciences and minister of health and in Iran.

**Results:** Incorporation of e-learning into medical and educational processes resulted in practical innovations. The first was setting up an e-clinic, which was formed based on virtual and online communication within the hospital’s clinic and distant rural health centers. It prevented from unnecessary referrals and created an accountable paradigm of medical education based on a triple consultation between family physicians (GPs), specialists and patients in rural and urban communities. Another innovations were the development of a joint clinic of diabetes and ophthalmology specialists, running online medical classes, online morning reports meetings and holding OSCE using virtual reality technology. Moreover, with the establishment of virtual reality technology, novel productions in medical education also emerged.

**Conclusion:** The results revealed that e-learning and telemedicine create novel opportunities in health systems toward accountable education and improving both efficiency and quality in health service provision.
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### INTRODUCTION

E-learning has become one of the main components of medical education and clinical service processes and changed many aspects of medical practice and education (1,2). In some developing countries, serious measures are being taken to integrate telemedicine and e-learning in order to compensate for probable inequities (3,4). Although e-learning can be defined and interpreted in different ways (5), the essence is to use the latest technologies, Information and communication technology (ICT), in the process of training and service delivery. E-learning in medical training is administered in ways such as electronic problem solving, simulation, virtual reality, web-conference, distance learning, electronic evaluation, online learning, electronic workbook and worksheet, electronic contents and cellphone-based learning (2,5-7). Using information technology (IT) in clinical services also uses common forms of telemedicine (8). Hospitals are the main settings in the establishment of telemedicine and tele-education. In Iran, hospital settings have two-fold importance, because medical education is incorporated with health care delivery processes (9). So, the development and strengthening of ICT technologies in hospital settings has great benefits, though there are some challenges with its implementation (10).

Although the list of ways to use e-learning is long, using them does not simply require implementing a predesigned process to accomplish the expected outcomes. Rather, it requires creativity and adaptation of processes according to the changing environment (2). Tele-health professionals emphasized on the reflection of exercises and lessons learned for developing deeper knowledge for future projects (11). Accordingly, this article describes the design and implementation of incorporating e-learning into training and clinical processes in Gonabad University of Medical Sciences (GUMS) in Iran.

### METHODS

The action research process was followed to capture novel idea and its implementation. Action research, is a dynamic, revolutionary and participatory process which precedes the step of identifying and solving the problem (12) and has the capability to facilitate the changes and improvements of service provision (13). The cycled process included pan, act, observe, reflect, and iterate (14). The first step involved interviews with and creating focus groups of hospital managers and faculty in order to identify the current problems faced in the process of training and health service provision. Also, we tried to find the solutions to the identified problems based on the infrastructure of virtual and e-learning. Brainstorming and reviewing texts were the main means of this step. A narrative review of literature was applied in the PubMed. The implementation phase took eighteen months from December 2015 to June 2017. This step mainly included purchasing the equipment, providing the physical space and training the staff. The results reflected in regional and national innovation councils among universities of medical sciences and minister of health in Iran.

### RESULTS

In this section we review the findings of the study separately for each step.

The first step (identifying problems): Limited expertise of faculty members, fragmentation of clinical services, insufficient local cases of patients for training students, long geographical distance between rural health centers and hospital specialists’ clinic and difficulties in the referral system were recognized as the main problems.

The second step (planning): The solutions to the identified problems based on the infrastructure of virtual and electronic learning were identified. The main tasks to initiate prior to implementation were identifying local and foreign professors whose scientific perspective could be used through distance learning, as well as signing contracts with them and other creditable scientific centers, planning for purchasing required equipment and infrastructure for e-learning (Adobe connect web-conferencing software, digital cameras, etc.), installing the equipment, providing the physical space, scheduling the training of the staff and the doctors and getting permission from respective authorities. The third step (implementation): Adding e-learning to the process of educational and clinical services results in four innovations:

1. **E-clinic:**

   The internal medicine clinic of two academic hospitals (22-Bahman and Bohlool) and the health center of Kakhk were equipped with web-conference and tele-medicine equipment, including laptops, digital cameras, ophthalmoscope, LCDs and microphones and other digital medical equipment which enabled transferring patients’ symptoms. The GPs in the health centers were also trained. If the patients in the health center needed specialist consultations, GPs would start online communication with the e-clinic through the multimedia system and use the specialist’s advice on how to manage treatment. Stager and intern students of medicine were also active in the e-clinic, holding a triple consultation between family physicians (GPs), specialists and patients, and would even give advice. The major achievements of the e-clinic were the availability of specialist services to disabled and vulnerable patients (such as pregnant women) and patients in rural and deprived areas, preventing multifold visits of patients by GPs and specialists, continuity of primary health care and clinical specialist services, immediate feedback from specialists to GPs working in rural or urban health centers. Also, medical students were able to play an active role at e-clinic, got to know problems faced by physicians and patients, increased the number and variety of cases, which improved their medical education, prevented unnecessary visits and referrals, increasing satisfaction of patients and reduced out of pocket costs (Figure 1).

2. **Joint clinic of diabetes and ophthalmology:**

   Diabetic patients who had ophthalmological disorders were simultaneously examined by an internal specialist and ophthalmologist. The pictures of the eyes were then shared online using video-ophthalmoscope through a webinar system at GUMS and, ultimately, the best decision was made. Similar to the e-clinic, stager and interns students of medicine had active roles in the joint clinic, as well (figure 2).
3. Online morning report:
By using the webinar system at GUMS, the medical morning report sessions in the hospitals were shared with Iranian and foreign specialists and professors. The students and professors of the university were able to exchange and share their ideas concerning the management of patients with overseas professors during morning reports. Some consideration was also devoted to ethical and IT security issues (figure 3).

4. Distance learning classes with Iranian and foreign professors:
Subjects to the shortage in some medical specialties, out priority was to use educational services of professors from other countries (USA, Canada, etc.) and other Iranian medical universities and hospitals (Masih Daneshvare hospital, Imam Hossein hospital, and Loqman hospital in Tehran and Kerman University of Medical Sciences) via distance online classes. Most of the classes were held for medical and clinical laboratory students. Quality of education, satisfaction of medical students, reducing costs of education (less needed for the presence of invited professors) also resulted from the distance learning classes.

5. Virtual reality-based OSCE for clinical skills of internal medicine:
Through using the software and hardware of virtual reality, clinical diagnosis scenarios included simulated examination of a visit session between a physician and a patient, and a description of patient’s history was recorded. Abnormal sounds, such as wheezing, were mixed with the video, and final processed video file were saved on cellphones equipped with a gyroscope and then installed on virtual reality headset. Students then faced the scenario in the permitted time using the virtual reality headsets, wrote down probable diagnoses and suggested treatments on their answer sheets. The same approach was adopted to evaluate stager students’ examination skills in which the scenario of lung examination of a patient was carried out by virtual reality equipment. Through using the headset, students were asked to detect at least three mistakes that occurred during the course of patient examination for which they filled in respective answer sheets. After the exam, students were given a checklist concerning the efficiency and quality of the virtual reality OSCE in comparison with the common method of the exam; the results showed a positive attitude and satisfaction of the students (figure 4).
6. The production of medical electronic contents by Virtual reality technology:
The equipment of virtual reality technology was located in the central skill laboratory of GUMS. Special cameras with 360° capabilities were the main tools. The idea was processed in the group, and then, with establishment of the cameras, the recording processes were done. The virtual tours from rural and urban health centers and the MRI simulator were the prime productions (Figure 5).

DISCUSSION
The present study used an action research approach to blend e-learning and electronic infrastructure into the process of providing improved medical education and clinical services. According to this study, holding the e-clinic is a door to a new era of medical education by providing live and practical triple-shared consultation. From an educational perspective, with each case, students and GPs benefit from practical advice given by specialist doctors as new learning experiences. Also, this telecommunication links community and academic hospitals in Iran, and alters hospital-based medical education by community-based education. From a medical care perspective, access to specialist outpatient care is available for rural populations. The Gezira Family Medicine Project (GFMP) in Sudan implemented ICT in three main areas: telemedicine, e-learning, and electronic medical records. The project evaluation showed that ICT implementation in primary care can help to achieve health sector goals from education to health care coverage (15). In another study carried out in Iran, family physicians reported that receiving feedback and comments from specialists resulted in the increase of their knowledge and skills in diagnosis (16). As physicians in rural communities, they face limitations in accessing continuing medical education, but in return, telemedicine and e-learning can compensate for these shortcomings (17). The establishment of the joint clinic of diabetes and ophthalmology improved the treatment processes of the patients. It also promoted the quality of medical education and opened a new era of virtual and accountable education and production of electronic educational materials. Paul Chan et al. (18) described the design, implementation, and evaluation of a tele-education system developed to improve diagnostic competency in retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) by ophthalmology residents in the United States. They concluded that tele-education is effective in improving diagnostic accuracy of ROP. In a boarder scope, the e-hospital project, as a transnational project lead by the European commission, aimed to promote e-learning activities for adult patients (19).

By providing live webinar (online) classes and online morning reports for medical students that were presented by professors from other Iranian and foreign universities, we opened a window for using knowledge and experience of professors in every country and partnerships with other medical institutions with a low cost, especially minimizing travel expenses for teachers. In medical universities of Tanzania, an e-learning course was implemented to improve competency-based medical education in 2009. The project demonstrated that e-learning technologies could effectively be adopted to enhance educational processes (20).

Virtual reality is a new technology which could be used in different fields, particularly medicine and education (21). Simulation, with the help of virtual reality tools, could provide us with cost-effective educational and training methods. For instance, students could improve their skills without interacting with real-life patients whose lives could be threatened due to the students’ lack of experience and practice (22). In this study, virtual reality technology was used in the production of educational materials and students’ evaluation. The study by Lee et al, with the aim of comparing effect of the two methods of 3D simulation and using physical moulages and manikins, showed that the two
groups had the same results in OSCE, although the 3D simulation method was cheaper, easier and took less time and physical space (23). Also, in a study titled “Evaluation of virtual reality simulation in dentistry OSCE exam,” Hung et al compared the “conventional simulators” and “virtual reality” in dentistry exams. The results of the study showed that the group working with virtual reality needed less time for learning. The same group performed significantly better in skills of the wall of the dental crown, though the marks for preparing the margins were no different between the two groups. The researchers claimed that the exam results of the virtual reality group were better in comparison with the conventional simulator group (24).

The results revealed that telemedicine and distance education as innovative combinations of IT and medicine have great potential to create novel opportunities for educational programs and provide clinical services to rural and deprived areas. Because of huge advantages of telemedicine and tele-education, medical universities in Iran and other countries should re-new their curriculums toward competency-based curricula. In a climate of increasing demands for new health care services and limitations on new resources, from cost-benefit and cost-effective perspectives, the establishment of telemedicine and tele-education in the health system could create value for money, especially in settings with limited resources. Despite the mentioned opportunities, e-learning has some constraints in some fields. For instance, physical examinations cannot be practiced in a virtual setting. Lack in IT skills of hospital staff is another challenge in generalizing e-learning. Therefore, e-learning should be considered as a complementary approach to the conventional process. Evidence from economic evaluation studies in the field of telemedicine and tele-education is also needed.
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